Are we seeing the end of
the united states?

solemn church-goers who settled Massachusetts, the colorful cavaliers of early Virginia, the hard-working farmers who built the deep
South-each had problems peculiar to themselves.
So each group drew up its own laws, to meet
its needs and hopes- as did each of the 50 states
as they came along. They united on a few rules
but only those common to them all - and those
became the Constitution of the United States.
Obviously it was a wise and right program-or
this nation could never have become the most
prosperous, powerful and beneficent nation in the
world, twice saving the world from barbarism
and feeding millions of the world's poor.
But now a few want to scrap this plan which
made all this possible, destroy the wisdom on
which each state is based, and foolishly say all
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areas have the same problems and abilities, all
should have the same stereotyped management.
You can't compare the Detroit mechanic to the
Carolina tobacco farmer, the Massachusetts fisherman to the Oregon lumberjack. They're not
equal, they're individual. Try to make them all
equal by the same regulations and you downgrade them all - you average down when we
should build up.
But building up is not magic - it takes hard
work and ambition and determination and patience. And those are the qualities exercised by
each state to meet its special problems, to make
the most of its special opportunities, which built
the United States. They United into strength like
welded steel, but if anyone can ever antagonize
and dis-unite them, we will see their end.

The Hopto 8 200 hydraulic
backhoe digging for gas lines.
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America is finer
than its headlines

ou can get deathly sick at heart, reading any
issue of any newspaper - mob violence if
the mob doesn't happen to like something; rape,
stabbings, murders; cowards screaming that they
won't fight for their country; courts pampering
criminals; teen-age animals.
As a nation, as a community, we should be desperately ashamed. But let's not lose sight of some of
the things we can still be proud of, too:Church and Sunday School attendance is at an
all-time high.
Nurses' aides and Red Cross workers doing menial
work, with no pay- when they could be having
a good time.
The finest fighting men in the world, proud to
wear their U.S. uniforms, proud to represent us
well, around the globe.
Individuals and business contributing more to
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charity and education than ever before and more
per capita than any other nation dreams of.
Millions of mothers doing the unglamorous job
of running a home economically and raising their
children to be decent citizens.
Millions of men working long hours at not
very interesting jobs but doing them the best
they know how, and cutting down on lunches,
perhaps, to save money to pay Junior's way
to college - and not demonstrating for "rights"
or something "free".
And these same Americans hoping their politicians will wake up to the fact these are the true
Americans who want what's best for their country,
not what will get the most votes come November.
Yes, the screaming headlines are sickening, but the
silence which is America going about its business
quietly- that's pretty wonderful.
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~·Giant
-- collet (inset) being
machined on a Warner &
Swasey turret lathe at our new
subsidiary, The Balas Collet
Company.
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The enormous obligation
of every business
to make a profit

a business makes no profit, it can
no longer afford modern equipment,
so its costs and prices increase, its customers
refuse to pay needlessly high prices - and
the business dies.
When a company makes a small profit, it only
just gets by, but gradually loses business to the
company which makes a large profit and so can
afford to keep its equipment modern, its costs
low, and its prices reasonable, its jobs high.
But when a company makes a healthy profit,
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it can afford the most modern equipment
which, wisely used by good workmen, means
its costs and prices can be lower and lower.
Then more and more people can afford the
product, more and more workmen will be
needed to make it, more and more taxes will
be contributed to run the government, and
more dividends will reward the investors who
make it all possible.
So profit- a good healthy profi t - is more
than desirable .. . it's an obligation.

Production-line speed, accuracy and
low costs are obtaitud in short-run
productiotl with the turret ptmch
presses made by the Wiedemann
Division of Warner & Swasey.
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Robbing St. Petersburg to pay St. Paul
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should I expect you to pay my bills? Yet tha t is w h at
"Federal" funds mean.
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It may be all very well for Florida, for example, in its generosity to
give St. P aul a new Auditorium or some shiny transit system. But
don't call it Fedet·al money because it isn't- there is no Federal money.
It all comes from Florida and New York and California- and St. Paul
which sends its taxes to Washington where 2 million Federal employees must take out their "handling charges", and send back what's
left, cluttered and hamstrung with Federal restrictions.

If St. Paul (and every city and state) would meet its own needs by
paying its own bills under its own management, those bills would be
far lower, and the money would be better spent.

Cable being t ested on a
200,000 lb. capacity Baldwin
Testing Machi1ze, a product
o/ Wanzer & Swasey's
Wiedemann Division.
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HE machine you " can't afford to buy" winds
up in the plant of your competitor w ho
realized he couldn't afford not to buy it. You pay
for it, in the profits you failed to make. But your
competitor gets those profits.
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In other words, a modern machine really costs
its user nothing, but it's a costly drag on the man
who doesn't buy it.

Warner & Swasey 4-A Turret
Lathes are called on to hog off
metal yet finish to precision
limits in the same operation.
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"You'll eat strawberries and you'll like them!"

You remember the radical, haranguing a tattered audience:
"Comes the revolution, we'll all eat strawberries and cream!"
"But," said a mild-mannered little fellow in the ft·ont row,
"I don't like strawberries."
"Comes the revolution," thundered the radical, shaking his fist,
"you'll ~strawberries and you'll like them!"

As the fellow says, government's so-called "benefits" are quickly
followed by government dictation ... some areas are not distressed
areas, but bureaucrats say they are, so they're given the "benefit"
medicine anyway ... some people, happy with their lot, are "uplifted" in spite of themselves . . . some schools may not need
Federal aid but they get i t - with Federal dictates to follow ...
and there's that ridiculous case of mothers "allowed" to decide
what their children may take to school for lunch, but having to
pay for a government lunch, also!
Bureaucrats should learn what doctors have always known - no
standard diet agrees with everyone, and it can kill more than it
will cure. States rights are like individual diets chosen by those
who know the patient best.
Strawberries give some people the hives.

Drilling of large, heavy
castings is completed
automatically 011 this Tape
Controlled Gun Drill, a
product of Warner &
Swasey's Lahr Machit~e
Division.
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We thought the eagle
was the National bird of America
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the dove, shrinking from "confrontation" with anybody and
anything. Not some hawk.

The fearless American eagle.
But if the eagle is foolish enough to continue to strip its much-needed
wings to feather the nest of every other bird in the world, it will soon
be easy prey for the red necked vulture who is interested only in tearing
and devouring.

Technically train ed Ill'arner &
Swasey Field Engineers assist
customers with machinitlg
problems in shops throughout
the tlation.
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You can't beat something-for-nothing
-until you find it's nothing
you offer me higher wages, security for my old
age, part of my rent, free - I'd be foolish not to
take it all and want more, wouldn't I?
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Until I learned (too late) that I was paying for my "free"
rent in higher taxes all my life; and that my high wage
(no one demanded I produce more, to pay it) increased
costs and the prices I had to pay so I was paying my own
bigger pay and that of others, too; and that my old age
"security" evaporated when dozens of government "plans"
brought inflation to wipe out savings and security.
"Something for nothing" is sucker bait and can never be
anything else - and the fish who take it have only themselves to blame for getting hooked.

Cable being t ested on a
200,000 lb. capacity Baldwin
T esting Machine, a product
of Warner & Swasey's
Wiedemann Division.
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The most successful Freedom March
was the one in covered wagons

too, was made by Americans- looking for work. No
demands, no subsidies, no claim anyone owed them anything.
They traveled mostly on foot and through deadly danger, to
where there was work to do (they didn't ask it be brought to
them nor created for them).
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Many had never been prosperous- their little farms were worked
out, or their skills weren't very good. But their self-respect was
real enough to drive them through thousands of miles of unspeakable hardship, and there create their own jobs and their own futures.
And that courage and self-respect and hard work were what made
America's splendid West.

A Gradall" G-600 cleans ditch
and backfills with gravel for
it1terstate highway drainage.
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To all young men and women 16 years old:-

Want to make 3100,000?
Go back to school next month

a high school education you can earn $247,000 in your workng life - $104,000 more than the man or woman without high
school. That is $26,000 more per year for the four years you will spend
in high school - the most profitable investment you can ever m ake.
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And if you go farther - if you go on through college as anyone can
these days who truly wants to- you will almost double those earnings
to nearly one half million dollars, and multiply the satisfaction you will
get out of life a hundredfold.

W arn er & Swasey convertible
tape system on A utomatic
Chuck er m ak es it easy for shops
to adopt numerical control.
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The American Way to Black Power

E know a company which doesn't give a
snap for a man's color but only for his
willingness to learn and work. Today there are
more than 430 colored men and women there
( 15% of all employees) , many of them among
the supervisors, professionals, technicians and
highest paid mechanics.
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We know a lot about that company. It is Warner
& Swasey, in its Cleveland plants.
Many of these people h ave been here for many
years. They came here, not demanding anything
but looking for a chance. They were glad to
take any job, and some began as sweepers. We

seriously consider and hire if we can (and we
usually can) anyone who is neat, respectable,
ambitious, with basic education - and we pay
taxes in every one of our plant cities to provide
that education free. We are in business to make
a good product which people will buy, so that
we can earn enough profit to pay those taxes
and still keep on enlarging the business. We
want workers regardless of color who will help
us do it - workers who are equal to an opportunity, and who help create their own opportunity by productive work.
And we believe the vast majority of American
companies h ave exactly the same attitude.

Machine o perators like
W arner & Swasey Turret
Lathes because they are
easy t o handle.
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Who does the most for the country?
(Who profits most from profit?)

the Liberals save millions of American women from back-breaking
work by inventing the vacuum cleaner and washing machine - or
was it businessmen looking for profit?
Did union leaders create modern life-giving drugs, or was it businesses
in search of profit?
Is it government bureaucracy or profit-seeking corporations which generate the millions of American jobs paying the highest wages in the world?
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Was it the Welfare State or men who wanted to become millionaires
who developed the automobile and the hundreds of thousands of jobs
which followed?
When those who criticize and attack profit can equal this record for
their country, it will be time to listen to them.
But not until.

Warner & Swasey convertible
tape system on Automatic
Chucker makes it easy for shops
to adopt numerical control.
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Picture of Free Enterprise at

worl~

in America does the combination of workers plus
modern machines plus opportunity produce enough
goods to earn for millions an automobile, a home, often a
part of the workers' company.
But mounting taxes, bureaucratic hamstringing, soaring
wages without more productivity to earn them could change
that picture - to a very empty lot indeed.
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You can't cure poverty with pity
hut you can with work

Y ou

and I don't deserve a home. We don't
deserve so-and-so-much income. We don't
deserve security. We only deserve the chance
to try to earn these things for ourselves.
For years every city newspaper has been carrying columns of Help Wanted advertisements
- more jobs than people willing and able to
fill them.
Most Americans want work; our interest and
effort should be directed toward helping them
get it, helping them prepare for it. But there
are some who make a profession of poverty people who won't work, and who don't intend to work as long as they can get "welfare".
They say it is "society's fault" they are poor,

when actually it is more apt to be their own
laziness.
To talk of spending more than 7 billion
dollars on relief in this year of prosperity is a
disgrace to America and all honest Americans.
A fraction of that sum spent where it should
be, by states and communities, on work-education would accomplish instead of destroy.
Ambition to work doesn't cost anything, but
it solves more problems.
Abraham Lincoln said: "You cannot build
character and courage by taking away men's
initiative and independence. You cannot help
men permanently by doing for them what they
could do for themselves."

Short-rutJ metal fabricators use this
tape controlled Turret Punch Press,
product of Warner & Swasey's
Wiedemann Division, to manufacture parts at production-line
speeds at~d costs.
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12,000 reasons to be proud you're an American

than 12,000 United States Marines in Vietnam, whose
terms in combat were ending, have volunteered to stay, and
keep on fighting. Thousands of United States soldiers, sailors, airmen
are doing the same thing. These men say they believe they are winning this war, and if they stay long enough to win it decisively, it will
keep the next war from being on our shores, above our cities.
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One of them with a foot shot off, when told he'd be given an
artificial foot that would make him as good as new, said, "Then have
it sent out here, so I can get back on the job."
And did you know that these same U. S. Marines are paying out
of their own pockets for the schooling of 56,000 Vietnamese children?
Regardless of how you feel about this war (and I for one feel these
men know more about it than I do) regardless of that, you can't help
but feel proud - 12,000 reasons to be very proud - to be fellowcitizens of men like that.

The 300 Hydro·Scopic*', new Warner
& Swasey telescoping boom saves
costs on municipal maintenance work.
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